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1. Introduction 

In recent years, methods that map many-fermion problems onto 

many-boson ones have been studied intensively. First 

established in the theory of · spin waves [ 1, 2) , the boson 

representation of the bifermion operators has been extended 

to general fermion systems [ 3-6). Several approaches · have 

been suggested to develop the boson representation 

techniques [7-12). In nuclear physics, an aim of such 

studies is to obtain a microscopic support for the 

phenomenological models of nuclear collective states, like 

the ·interacting boson model-· (IBM). The bosonization of the 

fermion problem·is thus accompanied by an identification of 

the subspace of relevant collective degrees of freedom and 

truncation of the full space to that subspace. 

There are three classes of microscopic investigations of 

nuclear collective structure in terms of boson models. In 

the _first one, the collective Hamiltonian is constructed 

within a simple underlying symmetry group [13). Thus, the 

collective variables are fixed independently of the real 

physical problem. As a result, a considerable coupling of 

the collective and noncollective degrees of freedom may 

occur. 

In the second class, one does not demand that the 

collective Hamiltonian has an exact symmetry group 

structure. Collective variables are determined so as to 

minimize the coupling of the collective and ·noncollective 

boson variables[14]. 

The third an intermediate 



approach [8,9,15] in which, the coupling between the 

collective and noncollective variables is not fully 

minimized. Instead, the structure of the boson collective 

variables is 

Tamm-Danco ff 

taken from the lowest fermion pair in ·the 

approximation (TDA). Such an identification 

seems to give a reasonable definition of the collective 

subspace. 

In this paper, we proceed within the last approach. We 

start with the BCS quasiparticle representation of the 

fermion problem. The truncation to the lowest quadrupole TDA 

pair is made. In the bosonization step, we develop a 

procedure based on the correspondence of the fermion and 

boson quadrupole collective states. Our approach goes beyond 

the SU(6) symmetry of the IBM which we obtain as a limiting 

case. 

In sect.2, we discuss the mapping of the fermion 

quadrupole collective states and the pair fermion operator 

onto the boson ones. In this procedure, the norm matrix 

plays an important rqle and an approximate procedure how to 

calculate it is suggested. The boson image of the 

~article-hole operator is investigated in sect.3. In sect.4, 

the collective boson Hamiltonian is derived. Results of some 

calculations are presented in sect.5. At the present stage, 

we do not start with the microscopic fermion parameters. We 

rather inspect whether the present approach is able to give 

results which differ from the phenomenological IBM. 

Conclusions are given in sect.6. 
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2. Collective pair operator 

In the TDA, the lowest quadrupole state is generated by the 

operator 

A+ 
2H 

Using 

1 

V2 

+ 
A2H' 

\ \JI (a+ a+ L st s t 
st 

we construct 

) 2H 0 ( 1) 

the subspace of the collective 

quadrupole states in the fermion space by the recurrence 

relation [8,9] 

lnvnIM> = _! ~ (n-1 v n I ;2j}nvnI)x 
FYn f___. 111 

V n IM m 
1 1 1 1 

+ x (I M 2m I IM) A I n-1 v n I M > 
1 1 , . · 2m • 1 1 1 1 · F (2) 

In the above, + 11,1,0,2,M> =A IO) and (n-lv n I ;2l}nvnI) 
F 2H 1 1 1 

are the L=2 boson fractional parentage coefficients (cfp). 

In the boson space, the L=2 collective states are given 

analogously to eq.(2) 

1 I nvnIM)B = vn ~ (n-1 v n I ;2 j}nvnI)x L:__, 1 1 1 

vnIMm 
1 1 1 1 

x(IM2mjIM) d+ jn-1 vnIM) , 
11 2m 1111B (3) 

where ll,l,0,2,M) =d+ IO) and d+ denotes the creation 
e 2m 2m · 

operator of the collective quadrupole boson. 

The boson states ( 3) form an othonormalized system by 

definition. That is not true for the fermion states (2) for 

which the norm matrix is considered 

<n'v'n'IMlnvnIM>F = .s4n•v•n·1H,nvn1H F (4) 

We introduce the boson operator exp(-A), which in the boson 

space reproduces the norm matrix 
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B 
-A ) - A (n'v'O'IMle lnvOIM 8 - n'v'0'IH,nv0IH 

The TDA amplitudes and the L=2 boson c.f.p.'s could be 

chosen real so that the norm matrix A is real and symmetric. 

The unitary mapping of the fermion collective subspace (2) 

onto the boson collective subspace (3) is brought in as 

I nvOIM> ~ 
F 

1 A 

exp (- 2 A ) I nvnIM)
8

• (5) 

One easily sees that the mapping (5) implies the mapping of 

the TDA operator 

A+ 
2m ~ 

1 ,... 
exp(- 2 A) 

+ • 1 A 

d 2m exp(2 A ) . ( 6) 

From the unitarity of the mapping it follows 

A exp( .! i > 
1 A 

~ d2m exp ( - 2 A ) . 2m 2 

To obtain the norm matrix from eq.(4) is not an easy task. 

We can, however 
A 

operator exp (-A) 

obtain an equation for the norm matrix 

starting from the nonuni tary Dyson boson 

mapping. In that, the pair creation and annihilation 

operators in the general single particle space .. s,t, .. are 

mapped as 

a• a• ~ B+ 
s t st 

a a ~b t s st 

where b+ = - b+ is the ideal boson operator and st ts 

B+ = b+ - I b+ b+ b = b+ A + - [F ,b ] , st st SU lV UV st st 
UV 

with 

4 

·t 

/\ 
F 1 

-4- \ b+ b+ L st pq 
stpq 

b b 
s p tq (7) 

Of course, the norm matrix in the collective subspace is 

expressed through the elements of the_ norm matrix in the 

single particle space. For the latter, we have 

<OI .. . a a •. . a• a• ... IO> 
t s t' s' 

+ ( o I ..• b st ... B s, t , ... I o) • 

On the other hand, the matrix elements of any operator in 

the collective boson space are expressed through the matrix 

elements of this operator in the full ideal boson space. We 

thus have for the operator exp(-A) in the ideal boson space 
• A 

+ -A + (OI •.. b ... B ... IO)=(OI ... b ... e ... b ••... ,o). 
st s' t ' st s t (8) 

A 

The operator exp(-A) which satisfies for every s,t the 

relation 

" -A + e b st 
B+ 

st 
" 

e -A 

together with the normalization condition 
A 

-A 
e IO)= IO), 

(9) 

satisfies also eq. (8). We have shown [16] that the above 
I\ 

equations determine the operator exp(-A) uniquely. 

The relation between the ideal boson space bst and the 

transformed boson space 

quadrupole boson d =b 11> is 
2H 2M 

b + =\12 \ (j m j m I LM) b + !st>, 
st L s s t t LH 

LM 

+ I lL + . b <st>= ~ b 11>. 
LM st LM 

1 

b Ill 
LH 

5 

with the collective 



Note, that for i=l, L=2 the superscripts i and L are not 

written in eq.(1) and also in the following treatment. 

Equation (9) is transformed into the collective boson 

subspace as 

e -A d+ = {d+ - [F d+ ] } e -A 
2M 2M ' 2M 

(10) 

Here, the operator F is expressed generally through the 

collective quadrupole bosons d as well as through the 
2M 

other transformed bosons b At this stage, 
LM 

we 

A 

approximation by restricting F in eq.(10) only 

collective quadrupole bosons. Using the definition 

have 

F=-- CH A 1 I A 

2 L L 

where 

A 

HL I 
M 

L=0,2,4 

C 
L 

50 \ { ~t L Jr 
rstu 2 

(d+ d+ ) (d d ) 
22LM 22LM 

tt = _!_ [ 3 N + N2 
- ir2 

] 
o 5 ' 

ju 

js 
2 n 

tt = _!_ [ -4 N + 2 N2 
- 12 

+ 2 ir2 
] 

2 7 ' 

'¥ 
sr 

tt
4
= ;

5 
[ -36 N + 1s N2 + 5 12 

- 3 ir2 
] • 

'¥ 
rt 

'¥ 
SU 

'¥ 
ut 

made an 

to the 

(7) , we 

(11) 

Here N is the d- bosons number operator and 12 
is the square 

A2 

of the angular momentum. The eigenvalue of the operator T 

in the SU ( 5) basis is equal to v (v+3) , where v is the 

6 

., 

seniority of the state. 

From eq. (10), one gets the recurrence relation for the 

matrix, elements of the operator exp(-A) in the SU(5) basis 

(nv n Ile-AlnvnI)= \ (n-1 
1 1 L 

V n V n L 
2 2 3 3 

A 

-A v
2

n
2
Lle ln-1 v

3
n

3
L)x 

X (1- F(nv
1
I) + F(n-1 v

2
L))x 

x(n-1 v n L;2l}nv n I )x(n-1 v n L;2l}nvnI). 
22 111 33 

(12) 

Note that the matrix elements from eq.(12) are not symmetric 

due to the approximation made for F. We symmetrize them by 

neglecting the antisymmetric part of the exp(-A) matrix in 

the recurrence relation ( 12) . In fact, we have found in 

actual calculations that the antisymmetric part from full 

eq.(12) is well smaller than the symmetric part. 

Another feature which calculations reveal is 

smallness of the nondiagonal matrix elements of exp(-A) 

comparison with the diagonal ones. We neglect 

the 

in 

the 

nondiagonal elements in th~ following~ which simplifies the 

. . . . lA . 
calculation of the square root operator exp (-2A) and 1 ts 

inverse. 

If in eq. (11) the equality of C =C =C =C is· assumed, the 
0 2 4 

A A 1 A A 

operator F reduces to F-2CN(N-1). Then the elements F(nvI) 

of F depend only on the boson number n. su,bs~ituting this 

result in the recurrence relation (12), we have 
A A 

-A -A 
(nvnile lnvnI)=(l-(n-l)C)(n-lv

1
n

1
I

1
1e ln-1v

1
n

1
I

1
), 

or alternatively 
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.-A(n)+A(n-1)= 1-(n-l)C. e 

Since A depends only on N, we write eq.(6) as 

+ 1 A+ 1 A+ 1 A A 
A -exp(- -2 A(N))d exp(-2 A(N))=d exp[-

2
(A(N)-A(N+l))]. 

2K 2K 2K 

We obtain the final result 

+ + I A A -d 1-CN 2K 2K 

Thus, in the case of C =C =C =C, the boson representation 
0 2 4 

(6) of the quadrupole TDA operator reduces to the SU(6) IBM 

expression with C-1 being the maximum number N of bosons 
max ' 

in the IBM. 

We introduce the cutoff in the boson number when the 
A 

corresponding matrix element of exp(-A) are less than zero. 

In the case of different parameters C , c , and c , this 
0 2 4 

cutoff depends not only on the d boson number n but also on 

the other SU(5) quantum numbers. In .this way, we go beyond 

the SU(6) symmetry. 

3. Particle-hole operator 

In order to define the boson mapping completely, we have to 

find the boson image of the particle-hole operator. The 

matrix elements of this operator in the single-particle 

basis are given in the Dyson boson mapping by 

< 0 I ... ex ex ... ex+ ex ... ex+ ex+ ... I 0> 
l S U V t' s' 

A + 
= ( 0 I • • • b st• • • p u v ••• B s • t ' ... IO) , (13) 

where 

8 

,iJ 
,, 
'· 

I 

} 

1 
-~ 

A -\b+b 
puv-L vxux 

X 

A 

Using the properties of the operator exp(-A), we write the 

righf- hand side of eq~(13) as 

A A + 
( 0 I ... b st ... p u v exp (-A) ... b s, t, ... IO)= 

lA A lA + 
= (01 ••• bst ... exp(-2A) puv exp(-2A) ... bs•t•··-I0). 

A 

Here, the commutativity of the operator exp(-A), and 
A A 

consequently of any function of exp(-A), with the p has 
UV 

been used [15]. The relation (5) generalized to the single 

particle basis is 

+ + • lA + 
•.. c\,ext, ... 10> = exp(-2A) ... bs•t•·•-I0) 

In order to make the equality of the particle-hole matrix 

elements consistent with this mapping, we set 

+ A 

ex ex 
U V - Puv ' 

or in the transformed boson space 

ex+ex - 2\ (j m j m ILM) (j m j m IL'M') 
u V L vvxx uuxx 

LKI 

L 'K' 1' 

X 'VIL 
vx 

l'L'* + '1' b ciib, ,<i'>. 
ux LK L K 

Of course, in the discussion of the following section we 

restrict ourselves in the above relation only to the 

collective quadrupole boson terms d:Kd2K,. 

4. Collective Hamiltonian 

The fermion quasiparticle representation of the nuclear 
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Hamiltonian is written as follows: 

A \ ♦ + \ 1(22) 
Hf"= LCsO:sO:s L Grstu [ Co:+ ix ) Co:+ ix 

r s I t u )r] oo 
s 

+ \ GI(40) 
L rstu 

rs tu I 

+ \ GI(3t> 
L rstu 

rs tu I 

rs tu I 

)rCO:: 0:: ) 1t/ h.c.} {[ca; 0:: 

{ [ca; + + - ] } a ) Co: o: ) . + h.c .. 
s I t u I 00 

(14) 

Using the boson representation of the fermion operators as 

discussed in the preceding section, we obtain after 

truncation to the quadrupole collective degree of freedom the 

collective boson Hamiltonian in the form 

"I\ lL ✓ '[ ++ ] H=cn+-2 g 2L+l (d d ) (d d ) + L 22L 22L 00 L=0,2,4 

{ 
1 " [ + 1 " + ] } + V exp(- 2 A) d 2exp(2 A) (d2d2) o/ h.c. 

+ w 
{ 

1" ++ 1" } exp(- 2 A) (d2d 2) 00exp(2 A)+ h.c .. (15) 

The coefficients of the boson Hamiltonian (15) are expressed 

in terms of the parameters of the original fermion 

Hamiltonian (14) and of the TDA amplitudes 111 [17] 
· st 

c=\(c+c)111111 +2~G1122,(2I+1)111 111 111 111 {~~~}{~~~}, L s t st st L rstu sv vr up pt Jv]r]s Jp]t]u 
st 

Iprstuv 

g=200\G1122>111 111 111 111/2r+1 L L rstu s p p r u q qt { ~-~ ~ }{~ ~ ~ }{122} 
J J J J J J L22 ' prs qtu 

rs tu pqI 

10 

V -1ov2 \ G2c31> 111 111 111 {~ ~ ~ } L rstu rs uv vt J v] t Ju ' 

w = 2 I 
rslu 

rs tu v 

G2c40> 
rstu 

111 
rs 

111 tu 
(16) 

We see immediately another feature in which the boson 

Hamiltonian (15) differs from the IBM Hamiltonian. Namely, 

the presence of the 
l" exp(-2A) and exp(½A) operators 

implicitly introduces many-body effects. These are not 

considered within the ordinary IBM which deals only with 

one- and two-body terms -in the Hamiltonian. 

s. Calculations 

The procedure of calculations with the fully microscopically 

determined collective quadrupole Hamiltonian should start 

with the fermion quasiparticle Hamiltonian from which the 

TDA amplitudes, the norm matrix operator and the boson 

Hamiltonian would be derived. It appears, however, in 

different microscopic studies of the collective nuclear 

structure that the truncation only to the lowest collective 

pair is restrictive in most cases [ 18] . Other degrees of 

freedom, as for example the L=4 collective pair, play an 

important role. These degrees of freedom can be included 

either explicitly or implicitly through the renormalization 

of the parameters of the quadrupole boson Hamiltonian. 

We do not perform the microscopic calculations in the 

present paper in which the truncation to the quadrupole 

II 



Doson is oniy considered. Rather we want to investigate the 

possible aspects of the deviations of the boson Hamiltonian 

(15) from the SU(6) symmetry and from the ordinary IBM 

Hamiltonian. For this purpose, we fix the Hamiltonian 

parameters so as to get for C =C =C =N-
1 the SU ( 3) or the 

O 2 4 max 

0(6) limits of the IBM. Then, the variation of spectra 

depends only on one of the parameters C
0

, C
2

, and C
4 

while 

two other being still fixed. 

The results obtained are shown in figures 1 and 2. It is 

seen that the variations in the wide limits of the values of 

- 1 - 1 -1 • the C
0 

, C
2 

and C
4 

near Nmax do not change drastically the 

spectrum of the collective states. 

6. Conclusions 

We have presented an approach to the description of the 

low-lying nuclear collective states in which the fermion 

problem has been transformed into the boson one. Starting 

with the mapping of the quadrupole collective states in the 

fermion space onto the boson space, we have found the boson 

images of the bifermion operators and fermion Hamiltonian. 

In this mapping, the operator reproducing the fermion norm 

matrix in the boson space plays an essential role. We have 

suggested recurrence relations for this operator and solved 

them in the truncated quadrupole boson space. 

The resulting Hamiltonian contains the terms which go 

beyond the ordin~ry SU(6) IBM Hamiltonian. However, as far 

as one stands on the phenomenological level, the deviations 

from the IBM results are not drastic and could likely be 

reproduced by changing the phenomenological IBM parameters. 
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Fig. 1 The spectrum of the collective states for different 

- 1 - 1 -1 values of C
0 

, C
2 

and C
4

• In every graph, one of the para-

- 1 - 1 -1 meters C
0 

, C
2 

, and C
4 

is changed and the others are equal 

to 10. The parameters of the Hamiltonian are fixed so that 

the SU(3) limit is realized when c- 1
=C-

1
=C-

1
=10. For conve-o 2 4 

nience, the ground state quasirotational band (left part) 

and the excited bands (right part) are shown separately. 
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The norm matrix operator exp(-A) is closely related to 

the projection operator onto th~ physical boson space [16). 

We have to note, however, that the problem of mixture of the 
' ' 

nonphysical boson components is not solved in the· present 

approach and remains to be an important challenge to the 

boson models of nuclear collective structure. 

Another ·problem is the inclusion of the degrees of 

freedom other than the lowest quadrupole collective states. 

On the phenomenological level, such an inclusion increases 

the number of model parameters enormously. Therefore, the 

microscopically motivated models should be developed. In 

principle, the present approach can be extended easily to 

include them. The~ the norm matrix operator exp(-A) could 

contain large nondiagonal elements which might influence the 

results significantly. However, handling the square root 

operator exp(-½A) and its inverse should be more difficult. 
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.IJ:oBeIIl, 5I • H gp • 
U030HHOe npegcTaBneHHe II MHKPOCKOntttieCKHll 
KOJIJieKTHBHbITT HgepHblll raMHJibTOHHaH 

E4-90-3 J 9 

IlonyqeHo 6o3oHHoe npegcTaBJieHne ~epMHOHHoro raMHnbTo
HHaua Ha OCHOBe 6030HHoro npegcTaBJieHHH 6tt~epMHOHHbix 
KBagpynOJibHblX KOJIJieKTHBHblX onepaTOPOB. C nOMO~b!O npH6JIH
JKeHHoro peKyppeHTHoro COOTHOIIleHHH BbltIHCJieHa MaTpmi;a HOp
Mbl 6030HHoro npegcTaBJieHHH. IlonyqeHHblll 6O30HHblll raMHnbTO
HHaH cogepJKHT qneHbl, o6o6~a!O~He 06bltIHY!O SU(6)-CHMMeTpH!O 
raMHJibTOHHaHa MOgenH B3aHMogettCTBY~HX 6O3OHOB. Pe3YJibTa
Tbl pactieTa noKa3blBa!OT, tITO OTJIHtIHH MeJKgy nonyqeHHblM ra
MHnbTOHHaHOM H raMHJibTOHHaHOM MOgeJIH B3aHMogettcTBY!O~X 
6o3OHOB necy~eCTBeHHbl. 

p a6oTa BbinOJIHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeTHtieCKOH ~H3HKH 
OIDIH. 
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Starting with the mapping of the quadrupole col~ective 
states in the fermion space onto the boson space, the fer 
mion nuclear problem is transformed into the boson one. 
The boson images of the bifermion operators and of the 
fermion Hamiltonian are ·found. Recurrence relations are 
used to obtain approximately the norm matrix which appear~ 
in the boson-fermion mapping. The resulting boson Hamilto 
nian contains terms which go beyond the ordinary SU(6) 
symmetry Hamiltonian of the interacting boson model. Cal
culations, however, suggest that on the phenomenological 
level the differences between the mapped Hamiltonian and 
the SU(6) Hamiltonian are not too important. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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